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Abstract 

In this paper we present an improved version of the zero-knowledge identification 

scheme based on algebraic coding theory. Our protocol is related to the Véron’s 

identification scheme but permits a lower communication complexity by transferring two 

hash values in each round instead of three. And the protocol decreases the cheating 

probability to about 1/2 instead of 2/3 which reduces the rounds of the protocol. 

Furthermore, we construct the parity-check matrix in a quasi-dyadic form in order to 

dramatically reduce the matrix size. In sum, the new scheme has good properties of 

having a small matrix size, computation complexity, and for an overall communication 

cost of 22.8kb for authentication. 

 

Keywords: Post-quantum cryptography, Zero-knowledge, Identification, Quasi-dyadic, 
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1. Introduction 

In 1994, Shor [1] proposed a quantum algorithm for integer factorization, which poses 

a threat to most cryptosystems in use today. If quantum computers come to reality, the 

cryptosystems whose security relies on number theory can be broken in polynomial time. 

Fortunately, there are no quantum attacks known for code-based cryptosystems, which 

means these cryptosystems can possibly resist to a quantum computer. And code-based 

cryptosystems [2] are very fast and easy to implement compared to number theory based 

systems. The first code-based public key cryptographic system [3] was published by 

McEliece in 1978. McEliece’s scheme is considered to be secure after extensively 

analyzed for more than thirty years. However, the cryptosystem is impractical because of 

the enormous key size. 

There has been a lot of work done by designing special codes so as to reduce the public 

key size. In 1986, Niederreiter [4] proposed a new code-based scheme by using 

Generalized Reed-Solomon (GRS) codes which were assumed to allow smaller key sizes. 

Unfortunately, Niederreiter’s proposal was proved to be insecure subsequently. In the 

following years, a number of cryptosystems [5-10] were proposed by using different 

codes such as MDPC, QD-Goppa codes, etc. And the public key size can be reduced 

much more by exploiting the Toeplitz structure [11]. 

An identification scheme can be done by using a zero-knowledge interactive protocol, 

which is a two-party protocol that enables party P called a prover to prove his identity to 

the other party V called a verifier, without V being able to learn anything secret or 

mistaking P for someone else. There has been a number of identification schemes 

proposed these years [2, 12-15]. In 1993, Stern [13] proposed the first zero-knowledge 

identification schemes based on hard problem from syndrome decoding. In 1996, Véron 
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[15] designed a scheme based on the hardness of the general decoding problem that 

reduced slightly the communication cost. In 2010, Cayrel, Véron and El Yousfi [12] 

presented a scheme which decreased the communication even more. One year later, 

Aguilar, Gaborit and Schrek [2] proposed a double circulant scheme which reduced the 

communication cost and matrix size. However, the matrix size reduction cannot meet with 

the requirement of storage. These schemes still require too much memory to store the 

huge matrices. 

Our Contribution. In this paper we design an improved zero-knowledge identification 

scheme with small communication costs as well as matrix size by using quasi-dyadic 

codes, and make comparisons with other code-based schemes. 

Organization of the Paper. First, we recall some backgrounds on code-based 

cryptography in Section 2. Section 3 describes the code-based zero-knowledge 

identification scheme proposed by Véron. In Section 4, we introduce our improved 

identification scheme. Section 5 proves the completeness, zero-knowledge and soundness 

of the scheme. In Section 6 we discuss the performance of the scheme and make 

comparisons with the aforementioned schemes. Finally, we conclude in Section 7. 

 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we recall some backgrounds for code-based cryptography. 

C[n,k,t] is a code with length n, dimension k and the error-correcting capability is up to 

t errors. The codimension of the code is r where r=n-k. Let qF  denote a finite field with q 

elements. 

Definition 1 (Hamming weight). The Hamming weight of a vector nx 2F  is the 

number wt(x) of its nonzero components. 

Definition 2 (Linear codes). A binary (n,r)-linear code C of length n, dimension n-r and 

codimension r, is a (n-r)-dimensional vector subspace of n
2F . It is spanned by the rows of 

a matrix nrnG  )(
2F , called a generator matrix of C. Equivalently, it is the kernel of a 

matrix nrH  2F , called a parity-check matrix of C. The codeword Cc  of a vector 

)(
2F rnm   is mGc  . The syndrome rs 2F  of a vector ne 2F  is THes  . The dual C  of 

C is the linear code spanned by the rows of any parity-check matrix of C. 

Definition 3 (Syndrome Decoding (SD) Problem). 

Input: nr
qH  F

$
, r

qy F
$

 , and an integer 0w . 

Find: a word n
qs F  such that wswt )(  and yHsT  . 

This problem is proven to be NP-complete in [16, 17]. A dual version of the SD 

problem, which uses the generator matrix G instead of the parity-check matrix H of the 

code C, is defined as follow. 

Definition 4 (General Decoding (GD) Problem). 

Input: nk
qG  F

$
, n

qy F
$

 , and an integer 0w . 

Find: A pair n
q

k
qem FF),(  , where wewt )(  such that yemG  . 

Definition 5 (Dyadic matrix). Given a ring R and a vector n
n Rhhh   ),...,( 10 , the 

dyadic matrix nnRh  )(  is the symmetric matrix with components jiij h  , where   

denotes bitwise exclusive-or. The sequence h is the signature of the dyadic matrix. The set 

of dyadic nn  matrices over R is denoted )( nR . Given 0t , ),( ht  denotes )(h  

truncated to its first t rows. 

A quasi-dyadic matrix is a block matrix whose components are dyadic submatrices. If 

n is a power of 2, then a kk 22  dyadic matrix M can be recursively characterized as 
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AB

BA
M  

where A and B are 11 22   kk  dyadic submatrices. It is obvious that the signature 

),...,( 10  nhhh  of a dyadic matrix coincides with its first row. And each row is a 

permutation of the signature h. 

Definition 6 (Quasi-Dyadic Code). A quasi-dyadic (QD) code is a linear code which 

admits a quasi-dyadic parity-check matrix. 

 

3. Code-Based Zero-Knowledge Identification Schemes 

There are many zero-knowledge identification protocols based on coding theory. In 

these protocols, the prover P convinces the verifier V of his identity without revealing any 

additional information. In this section, we will show one representative scheme as follow. 

 

3.1. The Véron Identification Scheme 

In 1996, Véron [17] proposed a dual version of Stern scheme, which reduces the cost 

of communication but increases the key size. The scheme is based on general decoding 

problem. 

Let G denote the public generator matrix of the code over 2F . The prover P receives 

the secret key nkem 22 FF),(  , s.t. wewt )( . Let emGy  , the prover’s public key is 

),,( wGypk  . The Véron protocol is given in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Véron Identification Protocol 

As shown in Figure 1, the Véron protocol, as the Stern’s one, is a three-pass interaction. 

In each round, the cheater’s probability to win is 2/3, so the scheme needs 28  rounds 

to reduce the cheating probability to 162 . 

 

4. A New Code-Based Zero-Knowledge Identification Scheme 

In this section, we propose an improved identification scheme based on general 

decoding problem. This protocol is able to reduce the matrix size by using quasi-dyadic 

codes and the communication cost by sending fewer commitments. The protocol includes 

two parts: the key generation part and the identification part. 
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4.1. Key Generation Algorithm 

A binary linear (n,k,w) code C, r=n-k. Let nr
qH F  denote the public parity check 

matrix of code C. Assuming that H is a quasi-dyadic matrix, the matrix size can be 

characterized in a simplified way. Let nk
qG F  denote the generation matrix of code C. 

Choose a random vector k
qm F  and n

qe F  with Hamming weight wewt )( . Perform 

emG  to get vector n
qy F . The secret key is ),( em , the public key is ),,( wGy . The key 

generation algorithm is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Key Generation Algorithm 

 

4.2. Identification Protocol 

Each round in our new protocol is a five-pass interaction between the two parties, and 

the cheating probability for a malicious prover is very close to 1/2 in each round. The 

protocol is shown in Figure 3. The symbols 321 ,, ccc  denote three commitments, h(.) 

denotes a hash function and Rsp denotes a response corresponding to a challenge b. 

 

Figure 3. Identification Protocol 

Since the verifier can recover two of the three hash values sent by the prover in each 

round, the protocol can be modified as follow: the prover sends a hash h  of 21,cc   rather 

than sending both of them before he receives   from the verifier, then he answers to the 

challenge together with the missing hash value (one of 21,cc ) after receiving the challenge 

bit b. In the verification step, the verifier is able to compute the hash h  from the hash 

value recovered from the answer and the received hash value in the answer. In a general 

situation, the prover sends a hash of a sequence of the first two hash values from all 

rounds. In this case only the missing hash value needs to be sent in each round, thus 
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reducing the communication cost significantly. After   rounds, the verifier checks the 

hash value h. Moreover, this way of proceeding is secure the same as the one in Figure 3 

in the random oracle model. The interaction of each round is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Two Hash Values Sent in Each Round 

 

5. Security Proof 

In this subsection, we provide the proofs for the completeness, zero-knowledge and 

soundness of the scheme. Since the protocols in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are the same, we 

proof the security of the protocol in Figure 3 instead of Figure 4. 

Completeness: As shown in Figure 3, the random vector u and permutation   are 

chosen by the prover, if he knows the secret key s, he can answer correctly no matter 

which bit challenge b is, i.e., )(1 hc  , ))((2 uGhc   and ))((3 euGhc   , 

wewt ))(( . 

Soundness: A malicious prover is able to success in each round with a probability no 

more than qq 4/)12(  . 

In order to cheat the verifier, a malicious prover devises the strategies as follows to 

deal with the possible challenges which the verifier sends. In both strategies, the prover 

guesses '  as the value of   chosen by the verifier. In this case, he has a chance of q/1  

to guess correctly. In the first strategy ( 1st ), the prover hopes to receive challenge 0b . 

He chooses ,u  at random and eem ,','  such that yeGm  '' , wewt )'(  and 

wewt )( . Then he computes )(1 hc  , )))'('((2 eeuGhc    and 

))'((3 euGhc   . Thus, he will be able to answer the challenge 0b , and 1b  with a 

probability of /q1 . In the second strategy ( 2st ), the prover hopes to receive challenge 

1b . He chooses ,u  at random and 'e  s.t. wewt )'( . Then he computes )(1 hc  , 

))((2 uGhc   and ))'((3 euGhc   . Thus, he can answer the challenge 1b . 

Therefore, a strategy set },{ 21 ststst   to success in one round is 

qqPibPiibPststPsuccess
i i 4/)12()]'()2()2()1()[(]Pr[
2

1
 

 . 

Proposition 1. If an honest verifier V  accepts a cheating prover P
~

 proof with 

probability   )4/)12(( qq , then there exists a polynomial time probabilistic 
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machine M which, with overwhelming probability, either retrieves the secret key or finds 

a collision for the hash function. 

Proof. Let T be the execution tree of ),
~

( VP  corresponding to all possible questions of 

the verifier when the adversary has a random tape RA . V  may ask q2  possible questions 

at each stage. First we are going to show that, unless a hash collision has been found, the 

secret key can be computed from a vertex with 1q  sons. Then we will show that a 

polynomial time M can find such a vertex in T with overwhelming probability. 

Let V  be a vertex with 1q  sons. This corresponds to a situation where 3 

commitments 321 ,, ccc  have been made and where the 1q  queries were properly 

answered. Let )),(,( 3 muc  , )),(,( 3 zuGc  , )'),'''(,'( 3  muc  , )'),'(','( 3 zGuc   be 

the answers corresponding to the queries )0,( , )1,( , )0,'( , )1,'( , respectively. Note 

that '   and z  (resp. 'z ) represents the expected value )(e  (resp. )'(e ), so 

wzwtzwt  )'()( . We have 

)'')'('())((
))('))'''(('())())(((

))'('())((
)'()(

3

3

2

1

zGuhczuGh
yGmuhcyGmuh

GuhcuGh
hch













 

Thus, either a collision for the hash function has been found, or else 

yzGmm 


 )()''(
'

1 1


, 

so, )(1 ze  with weight w and )''(
'

1
mmm 





  are valid secret keys that can 

be used to impersonate the real prover P. 

Now, the assumption implies that the probability for T to have a vertex with 1q  sons 

is at least  . Indeed, let us consider RA  as a set of   elements, where P
~

 randomly picks 

its values, and let Q  be the set }1,0{F* q . These two sets are considered as probability 

spaces both of them with the uniform distribution. 

A triple  )(),,( QRAbc   represents the commitments, answers and queries 

exchanged between A
~

 and B  during an identification process. We will say that ),,( bc   

is a “valid” triple, if the execution of ),
~

( BA  leads to the success state. 

Let V  be the subset of )( QRA  composed of all the valid pairs. The hypothesis of 

the proposition means that: 














 


 q

q

QRAcard

Vcard

4

12

))((

)(
. 

Let   be a subset of RA  such that: 

-If c , then   )4(}),,(),,{(1)12( qvalidbebcbcardq  , 

-If 
  \RAc , then  )12(}),,(),,{(0  qvalidbebcbcard . 

Then, }\),,,({}),,,({ 


   RAcbcvalidcbcvalidV  , therefore: 





  )12))((()4)(()(  qcardqcardVcard . 

Thus 
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It follows that: 




 


)(

)(

RAcard

card
. 

This shows that the probability that an adversary might answer to (at least) 

1)12(  q  of the verifier’s queries, by choosing random values, is greater than  . Now, 

if more than 1)12(  q  queries are bypassed by an adversary then )(RAT  has at least 

1)12(  q  leaves, i.e., )(RAT  has at least a vertex with 1q  sons. 

So, by repeating the interaction /1  times, the adversary may find an execution tree T 

with such a vertex with probability very close to 1. This proves that either the hash 

function is not collision-free, or the qSD problem is intractable in polynomial time. The 

probability of an adversary to success in   rounds is: 2/1)Pr( success . 

Zero-Knowledge: The zero-knowledge property is that no information can be deduced 

from the protocol in polynomial time except the knowledge of the public data. 

The idea is to build a simulator which is indistinguishable from the real execution in 

polynomial time. The simulator is built to make a valid instance in each round. The 

challenge b=0 can be answered by a random permutation ' , a random vector v , 

)'(1 hc   and ))('(3 evGhc   . Notice that )',( v  and ),( mu   are 

indistinguishable. The challenge b=1 can be answered by a random permutation  , a 

vector z  of weight w , a random vector u , )(uGv  , )(2 vhc   and )(3 zvhc  . 

Notice that ),( zv  and ))(),(( euG   are indistinguishable. 

Thus, in 2  rounds on average, the simulator produces a communication tape 

indistinguishable from another communication tape corresponding to a fair identification 

process executed in   rounds. 

 

6. Parameters for Authentication 

The parameters for Code C are (n, k, w), the co-dimension r=k=n/2. Let N be the 

number of bits needed to encode an element of qF , hl  denote the length of the public hash 

function h, l  denote the length of the seed used to generate the permutation  , and   

denote the number of rounds. In our scheme, we design the parity-check matrix H in a 

quasi-dyadic form. The performance of our scheme is shown below: 

Matrix size: nN   

Length of the public identification: rN   

Length of the secret key: )( nkN   

Communication cost: )2/)2(12(  nNlkNll hh   

Prover’s computation: ))()(( additionskwnkmultiplieskwnk   

We use the following parameters the same as those in the CVE scheme: 

256,49,64,128  qwkn . In Stern and Véron schemes, we set the parameters as 

700n , 350k , 75w . The security of the above schemes is at least 802 . We suggest 
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that the length of the seed is 128 bits and the hash value is 160 bits. The comparisons 

among our scheme and others for a 162  cheating probability are shown in Table 1, the 

matrix size and the communication cost comparisons are also shown in Figure 5 and 

Figure 6, respectively. It is obviously to observe that the matrix size and communication 

cost in our scheme are much less than other schemes. 

Table 1. The Performances among Identification Schemes for a 162  
Cheating Probability 

 Stern 3 Stern 5 Véron CVE Our scheme 

Rounds 28 16 28 16 16 

Matrix size(bits) 122500 122500 122500 32768 1024 

Public Id(bits) 350 2450 700 512 1024 

Secret key(bits) 700 4900 1050 1024 1536 

Communication(bits) 42019 62272 35485 39056 23344 

Prover’s computation 

72.222  
op. over 

2F  

91.212  
op. over 

2F  

71.222  
op. over 

2F  

02.162 mult+
02.162 add 

op. over 

256F  

02.172 mult+
02.172 add 

op. over 

256F  

 

Figure 5. Matrix Size Comparisons 

 

Figure 6. Communication Cost Comparisons 

 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a new way to reduce the public matrix size and the 

communication cost for zero-knowledge identification scheme. The proposed scheme is 
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based on quasi-dyadic codes over a q-ary field. We devised a new interactive protocol to 

cut down the number of commitments in each round, thus reduce the communication cost 

for the overall scheme to 23344 bits. And the security analyses show that the proposed 

scheme meet with the completeness, soundness and zero-knowledge properties. Such 

secure and small parameters makes it possible to be applied in new potential scenarios 

such as smart cards, VANET or apple pay. 
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